FLYING START FOR TYRE-SMART

Tyre-Smart,
the
tyre
specialists, have now been
trading for over three months,
achieving outstanding success
at their new premises at 6 Moss
Road in Witham. The team’s
attention to detail and large
stock holding of over 1,000
tyres separates them from the
competition.
Nitrogen is used to inflate all
customers’ tyres free of charge, but
what are the advantages of nitrogen
inflation rather than air? Nitrogen
passes through a tyre up to 10 times
slower than air so correctly set tyre
pressures last longer. Nitrogen tyre
inflation also leads to safer motoring
as more of the tread is in contact with
the road. It can also increase tyre life
by up to 25 percent.
When wheels are refitted every wheel
is hand-torqued to manufacturer
settings. All wheels are then balanced
perfectly using laser-guided machines
with ‘Haweka’ clamps used to achieve
zero vibration through the steering

Professional & Knowledgeable the Tyre-Smart Team
can boast 100 years of combined experience in the tyre industry.
wheel. Combined with their state
of the art wheel alignment centre,
the Tyre-Smart team have been
extremely busy aligning a whole
variety of vehicles, from racing cars
to family saloons.
DRIVE SAFE THIS WINTER,
WITH TYRE-SMART
Autumn is well and truly here, so
now is the perfect time to make sure
your vehicle’s tyres are safe and ready
for the testing winter months

ahead. To remain legal and safe, your
tyres should have at least 3mm of
tread and be inflated to the correct
pressures. The fitting of winter tyres
or all-season tyres is a good idea as
they have higher silica content within
the tread. This prevents the rubber
hardening at lower temperatures
which therefore gives your tyres
better grip in cold and wet conditions.
To make sure your vehicle is ready
for winter, call into Tyre-Smart of
Witham for your free tyre check, or
to have a new set of winter tyres fitted.
Call (01376) 511177 for your
competitive Tyre Quote from TyreSmart, just seven miles from Maldon,
11 miles from Chelmsford, only nine
miles from Braintree and 12 miles
from Colchester.
Tyre-Smart, Unit 6 Moss
Road, Witham, Essex CM8
3UQ.

Don’t get caught out this winter, the correct tyres are
essential for safe driving.

Open 8.00am to 5.30pm from
Monday to Friday, Saturday
from 8.00am to 3.00pm.

